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University of okara for
Sustainable Development

University of okara is engaging and educating
the community for sustainable development.
this includes contributing to community, so-
cial and economic infrastructure, supporting
equity and diversity within higher education
for democratic citizenship. 

Balti students get country
wide exposure

Baltistan University provided exposure learning
opportunities to the students of the remote
villages of Baltistan by visiting premier
universities and national institutions. 

PU Sociology Conference
on Edu and Devp

institute of Social & Cultural Studies, University
of the Punjab organized Pakistan’s 1st National
Conference on Education Policy & Development
with the theme “Education for Social Justice &
Quality System” on January 25th, 2019.

Minister for legislation on
disabled friendly buildings

there is no easy access for special children
in malls. We are going to provide them with
special parking, easy access to the store or
the building based on the international
standard.
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BY BILAL NAVEED

ISLAMABAD: pakistan is likely to miss the
target of producing 10,000 phDs by 2025
under the US-pakistan Knowledge corridor
project due to high tution fee in american
universities, tortoise speed and procedural
delays on part of the higher education
commission (hec) of pakistan.

The phase-i phD Scholarship programme
was announced in 2017 to send 1500 students
in US universities, however, only 200
pakistani scholars were sent to US in 2017.
While in 2018 only 300 scholars went to US
universities under this programme.

recently, the commission is working on
the phase-iii applications for phD
scholarships in various fields for Fall 2019
and Spring 2020 session. The higher tution
fee in US universities not being covered in
this scholarship is the prime hurdle in the
success of this programme. 

phD scholars while talking to The
educationist said, “hec offers scholarship
without tuition fee. The tuition fee is very high

in the expensive US universities.” Students
who get the scholarship will get the support
from the hec, like monthly living allowances,
health insurance, initial settlement allowance
and a single return ticket for a 5-year period. 

The project was established in June 2015
as a result of the US-pakistan education,
Science and Technology Working group
(eSTWg) under the bilateral strategic
dialogue to significantly increase the number
and quality of faculty in country's higher
education institutions. The aim of the project
was to provide opportunities for 10,000
pakistani scholars by 2025 in 10 years
programme for doctoral studies in various
subjects from top 200 US universities.   

hec chairman Dr. Tariq Banuri has said
that the commission wanted to enhance the
number of phD faculty across the country, as
only a quarter of the working faculty in
pakistani universities have doctorate degrees.
he praised the support and cooperation of US
universities in promoting higher education
and research culture in pakistan.

he was addressing a meeting also

attended by US embassy Deputy cultural
affairs attache Tony Jones, organized at hec
in collaboration with the US embassy and the
United States education Foundation of
pakistan (USeFp). 

hec chairman Tariq Banuri discussed
the potential admissions of pakistani students
in US under the US-pakistan Knowledge
corridor project. admission directors of 10
US universities’,  New York University’s
Tandon School of engineering, ohio
University, indiana University Bloomington,
University of colorado Boulder, Boise State
University, Florida international University,
New York institute of Technology,
Youngstown State University, Kent State
University and Kansas State University were
also presented on the occasion.

pakistani academia and phD scholars
believe that the projects would fail to achieve
the target if its speed remains the same. They
have also demanded the stakeholders at hec
and US embassy to include tuition fee in this
project to get the desired results and make
this programme successful in real sense. g

BY STAFF REPORTER

BY MUHAMMAD ALI

LAHORE: punjab province has
launched the new education policy
“The New Deal 2018-23” announcing
start of afternoon schools in selected
primary schools of 20 districts and
making Urdu language as medium of
instruction for primary education,
while english will be taught as a
subject and examination of five and
eight class will not be conducted by
the punjab examination commission
(pec). Use of information technology
has been encouraged in the new
education policy.

The punjab Schools education
Department would revamp the
educational system focusing on
teachers active role to achieve good
results, the policy states. 

improvements will be made in
the syllabus by march 2020 and
the standard of government schools
will be enhanced so that they could
achieve their lost glory and fame. 

Short term, long term and mid-
term plans will be introduced for
government schools and use of

information technology is encouraged
so that the students could remain
aware of latest changes in their
syllabus. The Schools education
Department is also devising a data
bank by using information technology
to place the departmental
information at one place and required
information will be available at one
click. Digital textbooks for four and
five class have been launched and
android application is also introduced
which is an important step towards
digital revolution in the education.
afternoon schools are being started in
selected primary schools of 20
districts to educate the out of school
children near to their homes.

murad raas, punjab School
education minister, said their
government wanted to introduce the
school education system on a par with
the needs of the country and punjab.
he said that new education policy will
also help sensitize the youth about the
philosophy of allama iqbal. 

Best performing principals and
head teachers will be posted in
schools to gain the best results
along with improving the quality of
education in government schools. g

Punjab Education Policy 2018-23 PU Medical College vision

Demographic imbalance in the industrialized
developed countries has resulted into disproportionate
number of older population. at the same time,

developing countries have been experiencing overpopulation
with greater number of young population. Both demographic
extremes have posed unprecedented global health challenges.
Furthermore, unexpected rapid climate change and ecological
imbalances have elevated the risk of natural disasters, water
scarcity, food scarcity and other issues which have further
increased the global burden of disease. hence, both developed
and developing countries have to urgently revamp their
healthcare systems. as a result, there is a more and more
demand of competent healthcare professionals to meet the
emerging public health challenges. University of the punjab is
fully cognizant of global challenges and requirements of health
professionals. For this, University of the punjab plans to
establish a state-of-the-art medical college to cater to the health
care needs of growing population. Fortunately, University of the
punjab has the most developed and richest scientific and
laboratory infra-structure and highly developed departments
such as college of pharmacy, institute of Bio-chemistry and
Bio-Technology, Department of public health and Department
of microbiology and molecular genetics. These institutions
have decades of experience and are recognized to be the premier
institutions in pakistan. it is high time that University of the
punjab establish its medical college and hospital to assume a
leadership role in the medical education in pakistan. present
University administration has vision and commitment to
translate this idea into reality. g

Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmad Akhtar (PU VC)

US-Pakistan Knowledge Corridor Project

HEC likely to miss the target
of producing 10,000 PhDs



INTERVIEW BY YUSRA TARIQ & JANNAT ALI QAMER

T
here is no easy access for special
persons to the building of schools,
colleges, universities, shopping malls and
other places. We are going to provide

them with special parking lots, easy access to the
stores and other buildings as a par to
international standard. a new legislation is
being introduced to ensure that no building is
without ramps. The government of punjab is
giving rs 800 stipend per month to the special
students and free pick and drop service from
home to their institutes. chauhdry muhammad
akhlaq, minister of Special education said this
during an exclusive interview with The
educationist.
The Educationist: How your Ministry works?
What are its main objectives? And what you
have achieved so far? 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: it is the
ministry of the Special education for Special
persons. There are almost 292 schools and five
degree colleges for them in punjab. all these
centres have admitted slow learners, blinds and
physically disabled. We have total of 35,000
students in punjab. 
We provide them education with proper
training like sports, physiotherapists, physical
instructors and everything they need. They are
being properly educated, even they have to take
exams.
The Educationist: In most of the universities of
Pakistan, the reserved quota for special students
is only 1%. Are you satisfied with this figure? Do
you think there is need of separate university for
special students? 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: (Firstly he
denied the fact that the quota is only 1% then
said). i believe this is injustice; reserved quota
should be increased. We are also working on
establishing separate higher education institutes
for the special students, they too have the right
of good education system.
The Educationist: Is the ratio between the
special students and their teachers is balanced
in the government institutes?  

Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: Yes, it is
balanced. We have 14,000-15,000 trained
teachers and lecturers for the special students
and they all are qualified.  
The Educationist: Does the govt provide
supporting gadgets and helping equipment to
special student?  
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: Yes, we also
have different departments like Department of
Social Welfare, which is responsible for
providing equipment and supporting gadgets
like wheelchairs and hearing aid etc. moreover,
the government of punjab is giving rs 800
stipend per month
to the special
students along with
the uniform (three
times in a year) and
free pick and drop
service from home
to their institutes. and the students who live out
of station are provided with free hostel
accommodation and free food. The problem is
that there is no awareness about these facilities,
especially in the rural areas. however
campaigns have been started so that people get
to know about all this and get all the advantages
provided by the government.
The Educationist: Most of the uneducated
people take their disabled children to witch
doctors or peers. Do you have any awareness
campaign in this regards? 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: Normally, i

don’t think so that they have been taken to peers
or maulvis because they are disabled by birth.
parents know that those witch doctors cannot
treat them. i haven’t got any complaint
regarding this issue but we’ll surely add this
point to our campaign. You have raised good
point. according to most of the international
research, cousin marriage is mainly blamed to
be the cause of the increasing ratio of disabled
children. if it doesn’t affect the first generation,
it may affect  second or third generation. Some
of our religious scholars do not accept this fact
but the medical research has also proved cousin

marriage as the major
issue. i even talked on this
on the programme of
mazaaq raat. i got a call
from my friend from
america who is ahl e
Tashi’i. he said that

hazrat ali got married to hazrat Fatima. if that
is the reason so it would be forbidden in islam
too. i said that we are discouraging it only, we
are not saying that it would get ban. other
friend of mine said that i’ve discussed it to one
of the maulvi, he also said that you should not
have said this. 
The Educationist: Please tell us about the
curriculum prepared for special students. How
often you revise their curriculum? 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: (“every Year,” .
an assistant manager added.) almost every year,
their books are very different. if you want to

visit, we have our centers in Johar Town. Their
books are totally different from normal students.
i can arrange it for you if you want to see them.
have you ever seen those braille books? it has
spots over it. (minister sb has asked all over the
punjab that all the books should be distributed
before time, the manager added.)
The Educationist: Our CM (Punjab) Usman
Buzdar has been criticized for being
inexperienced and undisciplined, what is your
stance on this?  
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: Normally, all
the cabinet members like him as our cm is not
an ordinary man, he is a qualified lawyer.
obviously, experience comes after doing
something. he is being criticized just because of
the mindset of the people as they are used to see
people like Shahbaz Sharif as the chief minister.
considering Usman Buzdar Sb, he has only
been given few months and he actually is a very
honest man. and according to me only two
things are important for becoming successful
i.e. honesty and commitment. if someone is
honest and is committed to his work, he can
never fail in his life. if we talk about pm imran
Khan and cm punjab Usman Buzdar, both are
very honest, committed and determined to their
work.    
The Educationist: You have taken charge of this
Ministry in July 2018. What reforms you have
introduced and what are your future plans? 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: after the
general elections (July) 2018, i was selected for
minister in the second lot. i’ve improved many
things till now, but still there’s much more to be
achieved. The service structure was not good.
Funds dispersement was not directly linked
with the punjab government. regular
education office provided them with funds
which mostly got delayed. We are introducing a
new legislation that structure of any commercial
building will not be accepted without ramps.
The Educationist: Thank you so much and we
pray that you achieve all your goals. 
Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq: Thank you and
thanks to The educationist for focusing on
special students g

Minister for disabled-friendly buildings
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BY STAFF REPORTER
ISLAMABAD: a total 19 sub campuses of
universities have been established in remote
and less developed districts, enrolling 3391
students in these campuses in less privileged
areas of the country. This was discussed at
the second meeting of Steering committee
for the project “establishment of Sub-
campuses of public Sector Universities at
District Level phase-i” held here at higher
education commission (hec).  The hec
Steering committee also approved proposal
for establishment of University of gujrat
campus at mandi Bahauddin, government
college University Faisalabad campus at

haifzabad, and mehran University of
engineering and Technology Jamshoro
campus at Jacobabad. 

Dr. Tariq Banuri, chairman hec chaired
the meeting that was attended by
representatives of provincial higher education
departments and vice chancellors of the
partner universities. The chairman highlighted
the main objectives of the government’s policy
to increase access of higher education in the
country without compromise on its quality.

The committee also appreciated the
efforts of partner universities for enrolling
3391 students in these campuses setup in
less privileged areas of the country. g

Universities Sub-Campuses at District Level

HEC for increasing access to higher education

Punjab Minister of Special Education Chaudhry Muhammad Akhlaq during interview with 
The Educationist reporters (PU ICS students) Jannat Ali and Yusra tariq at his office.

IAGS ranked top insititute of PU

Lahore: punjab University institute of
agricultural Sciences (iagS) has become the
top ranked institute of the university after it
secured 251-300 position in the Quacquarelli
Symonds (QS) World Univesity ranking
2019. 

prof. Dr. Saleem haider, Director, institute
of agricultural Sciences called on  Vice
chancellor prof. Dr. Niaz ahmad akhtar
along with faculty and presented traditional
sweets to celebrate this historic acheivement.
The vice chancellor appreciated the efforts of

Director iagS and his team for their hard
work and dedication. “The university
administration will fully support the institute
to improve the ranking further,” the vice
chancelor said. 

pU istitute of chemistray and Department
of physics secured 501-550 position.  

“We are proud of being part of iagS, which
established in 2011, just eight years ago and
progressing remarkably due to the able
leadership of Dr. Saleem haider and his team,”
students said while talking to The educationist. 

“There are 35,000 special students in 292
special schools and 5 degree colleges of punjab

where 14000-15000 teachers are training
them.  one per cent quota in universites is
insufficent. We will work on establishing

separate special institutions of higher
education” 
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“H
istorically,
universities have
been a place for
production and

dissemination of knowledge but in
the modern context of socialization
and enculturation, universities are
supposed to function as sites of
citizenship. this includes contributing
to community, social and economic
infrastructure, supporting equity and
diversity within higher education for

democratic citizenship. the city of okara and its vicinities are
rampant with a range of social glitches such as sanitation
problems, superstitions, violence against women, children and
marginalized sections, discrimination, scarcity of social justice and
unhealthy lifestyle. if University of okara, being a mandated and
certified institution, does not take up the task to address all these
issues and usher social transformation, there is no use of merely
awarding degrees and producing graduates. therefore, my vision is
to turn this university into a site of citizenship by actively and
effectively engaging the local community and stakeholders,
collecting empirical data on their issues and interests, involving
them into the process of scientific knowledge production and
eventually perking up the cognitive, environmental and economic
growth of the community.”

PROF. DR. ZAKRIA ZAKAR
Vice Chancellor, University of okara
(Presidential Pride of Performance)

Creation of knowledge is a robust and incessant process which
involves a number of roles i.e. the role of the scholarly community,
the role of academic institutions, the role of students and most
importantly, the role of the community a university represents.
this is what we call ‘Co-Production of Knowledge’. A university is
a collaborator in the research process itself as well as mediator in
the development of linking social capital between community
and more powerful players. 

University of okara has set up a Social Sciences Research

Center which is required to function as primary site for the
advancement of knowledge. the university’s research fellows are
supposed to take the role of experts in identifying research
problems, developing various research projects and
disseminating and generalizing the findings to the community.
this research center will eventually become the arena in which
the intellectual tradition of social critique is to flourish. 

At the moment, most of the scientific knowledge has become
more industrialized and incorporated. the scientific knowledge
has been increasingly separated from public knowledge through
patent systems, increasingly specialized technology-based
knowledge and the creating of expert knowledge systems which
alienate the lay members of the society for whom they seek
scientific knowledge. the increasingly codified scientific
knowledge is no longer accessible to the lay public, opening a
case for uncertainty and skepticism regarding the content and
validity of scientific knowledge claims. 

on the contrary, the University of okara believes knowledge
as socially constructed within a wider arena of engagement. the
very production of knowledge itself has thus shifted. the social
scientists across the globe are advocating a rather
unconventional approach towards knowledge production and
that is “knowledge should be produced in the context of its
application”. they believe that knowledge production is a process
of continuous negotiation and this process will not be completed
unless and until the interests of the various actors are included. 

Campus-Community Partnership is a series of
interpersonal relationships between campus administrators,
faculty, staff, students and various community leaders. in the
modern world, higher education has demonstrated community
involvement in many ways including cooperative extension
and continuing education programs, clinical and pre-
professional programs, top-down administrative initiatives,
faculty professional service, students volunteer initiatives,
economic and political outreach and community access to
cultural events. 

University of okara is keen to engage the local community
and build up a strong campus-community partnership based on
shared interest and advantages. Different stakeholders of the
community are invited to the varsity to share their inputs on the
institution’s initiatives and the community’s needs, problems and

expectations. Earlier in February 2019, about 60 journalists from
Renala and okara press clubs were called upon on a courtesy
lunch with the VC and Uo’s Public Relations Department. During
the interactive session, those journalists identified various needs
of the community and discussed how they could contribute to
address those needs alongside the university. 

Later, the Uo hosted a delegation from okara Bar Council.
the law professionals expressed their valuable thoughts on the
vulnerabilities and loopholes of the local legal system and the VC,
being a veteran social scientist, presented his professional
opinion on how to fix all those hitches and establish the rule of
law and respect for human dignity and rights in the society. 

in order to strengthen the campus-community partnership,
Dr. Zakar is focused to initiate the experiential and active learning
strategies for students such as service-learning, internships and
participatory action research that will provide students with
opportunities for hands-on learning experiences in the
community. 

traditionally, universities have been regarded as detached
from the community. they have largely been linked to
international and national academic and research communities,
have enjoyed high levels of institutional autonomy by nationally
regulated, assessed and funded systems of higher education, and
have met the needs of a nationally oriented labor market.
Universities now face a new set of circumstances which is
changing their cultural relationship with the community. 

With its global vision, University of okara is also more
concerned to knit the fabrics of local cultural engagements. the
university’s dedicated research center will collect scientific data
on the local market needs and then initiate such an academic
and professional programs that can meet those needs. Focusing
this, preparations for setting up a faculty of agricultural and
veterinary sciences have already begun. okara and its
surrounding areas are enriched with fertile lands and massive
production of animals. graduates trained in advanced
agricultural techniques and technologies, will revolutionize the
traditional culture of farming and eventually bring home
prosperity and economic growth. g

University of Okara
Engaging & Educating the Community for Sustainable Development

Report: Sharjeel Ahmed

Vice Chancellor University of okara Prof. Dr. Muhammad Zakria Zakar shares a pleasant moment with students and faculty.

Initiating Campus-Community Partnership

Co-Production of Knowledge

Dr. Zakar is inaugurating the Social Sciences Research Center at Uo

A range of new knowledge is being produced at Uo keeping in
view the socio-cultural dynamics

Senior journalists from the community are being briefed about
Uo’s vision and future prospects by the vice chancellor. 

UO – Community Cultural Interface

Uo gives paramount importance to rule of law, thus, okara Bar
Council delegation is invited to debate the key community issues



U
NForTUNaTeLY, at the time of birth
of a child, parents decide that their child
would either become a doctor or an
engineer because stereotypically these

two professions are considered most respectful in
the society. Without even knowing their child’s
mental capabilities, they impose a burden on the
shoulders from a very early stage and then expect
the rest of the life that they will fulfil their dreams
and never ponder to ask what is their aim. Being
a parent is a great job to have at the best of times,
but it can also be challenging. especially when we are faced
with a bombardment of news headlines every day telling us
that, as a country, we are not prepared for 2020 when we will
have expertise shortage of thousands of people to fill roles for
the fast and ever-changing technology. if a child has utterly no
interest in working in a science or technical area then why do
parents push him/her to these fields? Just because industry
experts tell? Because that’s where the biggest salaries will be?
We all need to stop and think about what our children really
want to do with their lives, what makes them joyful, what are
their areas of interest. if they don’t know then we need to start
introducing them to as many different careers and jobs as
possible so that it may help them out to
choose the best for their life.

it’s been a common practice from
past. people used to consider that son
of a farmer would become a farmer and
son of doctor would follow the
footsteps of his father. Similar was the
case with girls. although, women at
that time were mostly housewives but if
a lady worked as a domestic worker,
she expected her daughter to do the
same. This trend has decreased but still
in practice and killing dreams of youth.

The majority of students say their parents play a major role
in their career decisions, according to a study. more than half
(54%) of the students, who were surveyed, said their parents
tried to exert influence over their choice of career, while 69%
said their parents tried to influence their choice of university.
The study was carried out by gTi media, the parent company
of targetjobs.co.uk, along with the association of graduate
careers advisory Services and professional services firm eY.
only 27% of the students who took part in the survey said
their parents had discussed alternatives to university with
them, while 76% of parents said they did not know where to
find online information about alternatives to university. By
way of contrast, 70% of parents said they encouraged their
children to go university and of those, 43% felt a degree would
improve their children’s long-term career prospects more than
an apprenticeship, school leaver programme or joining the job
market after college or the sixth form. Students did not object
to parents’ attempts to influence them, 66% thought this was
the right thing for parents to do, while only 7% thought it was
wrong. more than 3,000 students took part in the survey,
along with just over 800 parents.

my cousin got distinguished marks in medical entry test

this year and secured admission in Ke but when
i congratulated her, i was shocked by her
response and asked further questions about her
career plans. i enquired her why isn’t she happy
at this wonderful achievement. She replied: “my
parents always wanted me to become a doctor
without even considering what i want from my
life. if my parents are doctors, why is it a
compulsion that i should also become a doctor?
They just forced me to study biology, which i

didn’t have any interest. i always wanted to be an
artist but my dreams are crushed”. i further asked her that if
she had no interest, how come she achieved success? “it’s just
because i have a sharp mind and good memory. i am a quick
learner and don’t forget the things,” she replied. when asked
why didn’t she fight for her dreams, she said with shining
tearful eyes : “i cannot disobey them and neither can i hurt
them, it was their dream so i’m fulfilling it, irrespective of the
fact that paintings and sculpture bring colors to my life.

after this revealing point of view of my cousin, i went to
my uncle and asked him what does he thinks about her
daughter’s success and career. he responded: “all praise to
allah almighty. i’m very proud of my talented daughter. We

are blessed to have our daughter who is
fulfilling dream of her parents. after
listening his remarks i argued: “but
uncle her dream is to become an artist.”
“oh no girl, being an artist is not a
respectful and acknowledged
profession. What would she earn by
those useless paintings? i want to see
her stand on her feet. i questioned
him: “Don’t you think you are killing
her dreams? and the answer was: “Not
at all, she’s our daughter and only
parents know the best for their

children”. after few days i went to her college. i seeked
permission to talk to her teacher and then the conversation
started as. “is hina good at her studies?” “She’s an excellent
and extraordinary student but sometimes she doesn’t pay
attention to her work and prioritize other co-curricular
activities especially when something is related to arts. all
the boards which you can see in the corridor and the charts
are decorated by her. She’s a fabulous artist as well. in fact
she like arts more than biology and sometimes. i feel like
she doesn’t want to be at this place but in another world.
“What would you say about career counseling or forced
career?” it’s very important for a student as all her future
depends on this choice. 

This is story of one hina but there are examples of
hundreds of thousands boys and gorls who are victim of
forced career adoption. parents need to understand that such
an orthodox thinking must end now so that youngsters can
enrich their talent and come forward for a better society. 

The writer is a student at University of the punjab, institute
of communication Studies and she can be reached at:

azkameer@outlook.com
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BY FARASAT SHEIKH

iNcreaSeD technology use is affecting eye health of 21st
century child badly around the globe. New generation is
compelled to use multiple digital devices and screens, like

cell phones, tablets, computers and television screens. Studies
have shown that over a third of adults spend more than half of
their day time using technology, while others have admitted their
technology usage consumes 10–12 hours per day, according to
study. adults are not the only ones being affected, as kids are
becoming more involved with devices and other forms of
technology. Digital technology has become an integral part of
children lives as it is their normal habit to bring phone and other
personal devices on bed. The new generation does not take care of
diet and spend a many hours on screens. Deficiency of vitamin a
is also a cause of weakening eyes. 
pakistan has been classified by the Who as a country with severe
sub-clinical vitamin a deficiency in parts or whole of the country.
Studies conducted in different areas of pakistan show that 32–
43% children under five have deficient serum vitamin a levels,
increasing childhood eye diseases. according to the american
optometric association's (aoa) 2015 american eye-Q® survey,
41 percent of parents say their kids spend three or more hours per
day using digital devices, and 66 percent of kids have their own
smartphone or tablet.

Today’s electronic devices give off high energy, short-
wavelength, blue and violet light, which affect vision and even
prematurely eyes’ age. early research shows that overexposure to
blue light lead to serious conditions in later life such as age-
related macular degeneration (amD), which can cause blindness
and also contribute to computer vision syndrome (cVc) more
popularly known as digital eye strain. it is one of the conditions
often linked with excessive gadget use. cVS was initially used in
the context of those who worked in offices and spent most of their
day in front of a computer but in 21st century because of rapid
use of technology, symptoms that are associated with cVS have
increased, affecting millions of people specially our new
generation regardless of whether or not they have an office job.

child caretaker anwar amin said, "parents and caregivers
should watch for signs of digital eye strain in children, which can
cause burning, itchy or tired eyes, headaches, fatigue, loss of
focus, blurred vision, double vision or head and neck pain. When
it comes to protecting children's eyes and vision, encourage them
to take frequent visual breaks by practicing the 20-20-20 rule:
when using technology or doing near work, take a 20-second
break, every 20 minutes and view something 20 feet away. "

eye Specialist Dr.Yaqeen says “computer Vision Syndrome comes
from extended or constant exposure to screens. computer vision
syndrome is the visual discomfort you or your kids experience after
watching TV or using your gadgets. high energy visible light in the
form of blue rays produced by Digital devices easily enters in
children’s eyes, increasing their risk of developing eye problems
Symptoms of cVS include headaches, Dry eyes, Blurred vision,
Light sensitivity, eye strain, itchy or watery eyes these symptoms can
range from mild to severe discomfort and are a natural effect from
the eyes working so hard. 

Increased technology use effecting 
eye health of children badly

Why do parents impose 
career choice on children?

BY RABIA SAIF & DR. M. AHSAN IQBAL 

SaLiNiTY is a main abiotic stress and this stress
prevails at high level in pakistan. research work on
this problem is very low and there is a need to take

the crucial steps to get rid from this, so that crop may
affect less due to this problem. 
Basic Principles of Future Research: The techniques to be
evolved should be cost-effective and affordable by the
farmers. all future research concepts should be central to
water saving strategies. all modern technologies including
but not limited to tissue culture and manipulation of DNa
should be adapted in addition to conventional
methodologies. 
Short term research priorities: Firstly assessment,
mapping and monitoring of soil and water salinity should
be done to understand the changing trends for better
resource use and management. Secondly to evolve
economically sound, socially accepted and easily
adaptable management practices for utilization of saline
waters. moreover we have to understand nutrient
dynamics for crops grown in saline environments and
management and re-vegetation of saline soils should be
done by using salt tolerant crops /plants. 
Medium term research priorities: We have to establish
leaching requirements/leaching fraction of saline waters

for important crops and fruit trees. There is a need to
conduct salt tolerance studies involving major crops,
bushes and fruit plants grown. establish fertilizer
requirements of fruit trees in saline environment is
required. monitoring and management of salt
accumulation in plant root-zone should be developed
through using drip and bubbler irrigation systems.
assessing critical limits of water ec for sprinkling on
different crops to establish salt burn effects should be
included in future research. 
Long-term research priorities: identification, screening
and domestication of natural and exotic salt tolerant
genetic material and testing of new plants capable of
withstanding seawater salinity is important to do.
Breeding/grafting (using salt tolerant root stock) for salt
tolerance must be included in our research work. multi-
disciplinary and integrated long- term research trials are
needed. We have to improve the plants through genetic
engineering or by chemical or biological treatment. our
main agenda should include smart rotations, smart
sustainable integrated agricultural systems with optimal
water use and re-use, attention to the factors that affects
the environment and smart technologies to prevent
pollution of water resources. We should adopt the above
mentioned points to lessen the losses and to use the soil
which remains unused due to salinity in pakistan. 

Salinity and way forward - which type of actions are needed in Pakistan?

Details on www.educationist.com.pk

Parents need to understand that
such an orthodox thinking must
end now so that youngsters can

enrich their talent and come
forward for a better society

‘‘‘‘
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meNTaL health illnesses such as depression have
increased in pakistan in the last few years. it is an
alarming situation for the country where so many

people are getting mentally unwell with further increase every
year. according to the pakistan psychological association, there is
an epidemic of mental illness as 40 per cent of the population
suffers from mild to moderate level of neurotic disorders.

Now a days, most people carelessly use the term ‘depressed’
without even knowing its scientific meaning. They use it as if
depression is synonymous with mere unhappiness. The gravity of
the term ‘depression’ is lost when it’s used in such a way. 

Depression, basically is a common and serious illness that has
negative influence on how a person feels, thinks and acts. it is a
low-mood state when one loses interest in things that one
seemed interesting and joyful and avoids participating in social
activities. it leads to a number of emotional and physical health
issues and ultimately decreases a person’s ability to function in
his/her daily routine. Leaving it untreated can lead these
problems to become chronic which may lead to substantial
impairments in an individual’s ability to take care of his or her
everyday responsibilities. a depressed person doesn’t enjoy even
the good events such as starting a new job, or getting married.
Depression at its peak can lead to suicide.

clinical depression is the most common reason behind suicide.
around 85 to 90 per cent of people who take their lives suffer
from some sort of mental health illness at the time of suicide. 

globally, depression affects 20 percent of people while in
pakistan it’s more serious with an estimate of 34 percent. around
35.7 percent citizens of Karachi, 43 percent from Quetta and 53.4
percent from Lahore are affected with this mental illness.

environmental factors such as the major problems going on in
country like load-shedding, unavailability of potable water,
unemployment, traffic problems, intolerance, insecurity and law
and order situation lead to the increase in mental diseases in a
country like pakistan. other factors that may increase risk of
depression include past physical, sexual, or emotional abuse.

“The spread and commonness of mental disorders is alarming
especially in urban areas such as Lahore. Despite the gender,
many people are becoming victim to mild to moderate mental
illnesses due to social and economic factors.”, said Dr. majid ali.

“Depression leads to many physical and mental illnesses.
Fortunately, depression is a preventable and treatable disease.” he
said.  “The symptoms of clinical depression include loss of energy,
change in appetite, sleeping more or less, anxiety, reduced
concentration, indecisiveness, restlessness, feelings of
worthlessness, guilt, or hopelessness, and thoughts of self-harm
or suicide,” he added.  “There is a big stigma around mental
health in pakistan. mental illnesses are real and they need to be
accepted by the society. 

The government should play its part in creating awareness and
taking appropriate measures for mental well-being of the masses
such as producing more qualified psychiatrists” said Dr Tariq, a
psychiatrist based in Lahore.

“mental disorders such as depression are on the rise all over the
world. The rate of depression among people has increased by
more than 50 percent during the last 10 years. it makes people
unable to perform even the simplest everyday chores and
sometimes casts devastating consequences for relationships with
family and friends and the ability to earn a living,” he said.

Dr. Uzma Baig, clinical psychologist says, “people are
usually hesitant in asking for help, which is the first step to
deal with depression. mostly, it’s because of the pressure
that the society exerts on individuals struggling with mental
health issues. a fear exists in the back of their mind that
people will judge or look down on them, but going for
proper screening and treatment can improve the quality of
their lives, so it is vital to seek medical help.” currently,
mental health issues are mostly neglected in pakistan.
Depression is very common and it can happen to anybody.
The people suffering from depression are normal beings
who struggle to carry on with their daily lives way more
than any normal person. When the sufferers of depression
are not treated, they opt for other ways of coping with their
illness which may lead to addictions or thoughts of self-
harm. creating awareness regarding mental health illnesses
among the masses as well as people affected is important as
it will help to decrease the stigma around the disease,
making help and treatment a more viable option.

(The writer is a student of punjab University, institute of
communication Studies. She can be reached at:

fati.sulman@gmail.com.

T
he higher education commission
(hec) of pakistan recommended
semester system for all universities by
the year 2008 for all public universities,

but still there is annual system in many
universities because of long debate on pros and
cons of semester system.

a case study on the impact of education system
on student performance founds that the semester
system is far better and modified than the annual
system. The semester system is not only producing better
results, but also making the students learn more effectively
and comprehensively. 

another recent study shows that 74% students, in a sample
of 500, have given preference to semester system and 20%
were in favor of annual system while remaining six percent
showed their tendency towards both systems. Similarly, the
result of another study that the main research question:
“which examination system overburden the students”, shows
that 56% students have given their negative views about
annual system, 16% against semester system and remaining
28% responded in support of both the systems. This case
study was conducted in govt college of management
Sciences, peshawar, pakistan in September 2012). 

in semester system, examination held at the end of each
semester, as course outlines is divided into semesters,
therefore students perform comparatively better.

This system has many positive points, like focus on
attendance of students because 75% presence is compulsory.
it facilitates a better understanding of the subject and also
increases the confidence of a student through class
participation and presentations. it increases the interaction
of students with the teachers with more learning based
performance. The syllabus is covered gradually because it is
divided into two halves and assignments are given to students
which help them gain subject knowledge. 

The semester system facilitate the undergraduate students
imbibing relevant knowledge and skills while preparing them
for the job market. This also allows greater freedom and
scope for designing and delivering a variety of course subjects
that a student can pick flexibly to enhance the quality of
his/her learning. This system makes teaching and learning
more scientific. it is good for students as syllabus is broken up
into units that are to be learnt in specific time frame. 

moreover, as testing and evaluation are done in continuous
manner student can be sure of a more realistic assessment of
their academic capabilities than what is done in annual
scheme. The actual process of learning is also more
methodical in this system. every topic to be covered in the
syllabus is allotted a learning time. The student learns not
just by taking notes during a lecture, but also with self-study,
visiting the library, browsing the internet and preparing for
seminars and presentations. This result in the comprehensive
learning of the topic at hand. Semesters keep students active

throughout the year, otherwise it happens like
waking up at last moment. 

Students get more chances to pass through
subject exams without conduction of separate third
party examinations. 

The students avail vacations after final exams,
which relax them as they get a break from the
hectic routine. aniqa Sarwar, a student of punjab
University institute of communication Studies
said, “There is less burden during semester and

break after a semester gives students the opportunity to absorb
the subject properly.”  another student Yusra Tariq said,
“Semester system is a continuous and more efficient way of
evaluating a candidates’ performance throughout the year.
Syllabus is divided into small parts and it helps most of the
students.” 

a student from iBa meer hadi said, “i am in full favor of
semester system as it not only give time and chance to students
for improvement but also lessen their burden of completing
syllabus in one go as in the annual system”.

also, there are some disadvantages of the semester system.
it restricts cocurricular activities as most of the time teachers
are engaged in completion of syllabus and students are
involved in revision of the course work besides other
assignments. Time passes very quickly and it does not let
students to have complete knowledge of the subject. There is
less time for research. 

Sometimes, teachers remained unable to complete course
outline, as a result, the course objectives are not fulfilled. it
also increases teachers workload as the evaluation process is
conducted twice a semester. 

a senior teacher of punjab University college of pharmacy
prof. Dr. Nadeem irfan Bukhari said, “in the semester
system, the pace of learning is very fast. They just memorize
or cram things for obtaining marks. as the semester goes,
they forget everything they have learned during the semester
system.” assistant professor of pharmacy Dr. abida Latif said,
“The teacher remains very busy in lectures and student focus
on attendance and good marks just for obtaining a job. They
are not concerned with learning anything.” 

a student of institute of education and research Jiya
Nazakat ali said, “The semester system is economically costly
for students as have to pay heavy fee twice a year. “another
student arsal ch. said, “education has become costly and its
very tough for those students who can’t afford heavy fees.”

although the semester system is better than the annual
system but it still has drawbacks keeping in view the demand
of highest level of honesty on part of the teachers as well as
the students. in my personal view, semester system is good for
the students but the way it is implemented in our universities,
has killed its main purpose. 

(The writer is a student of punjab University, institute of
communication Studies. She can be contacted

at:tahoorimran11@gmail.com 

tAHooR iMRAN

Alarming increase in
depression, mental
orders

All articles are published in good faith. The views expressed by the writers do not necessarily reflect those of The Educationist. Objections, critique are
welcomed for publication. Send your Articles, Letters, Cartoons to editor@educationist.com.pk  

CRitiCAL ANALYSiS oF SEMEStER SYStEM iN PAKiStAN

eDUcaTioN is an ornament in
prosperity and a refuge in
adversity. education is a weapon

to modification and a tool to
reformation, beyond shadow of a doubt.
But unfortunately, our nation suffers
from scads of delusions about education.
Believing in the prospering of literacy
based on the statistics of children
attending school or the count of finished
degrees is an eminent misapprehension.
The prevailing traditional monotonous
curriculum of schools are jeopardizing
the essence of education and quality of
life that students can have. 

our present education system fails to
specify the purpose of real education:
the purpose which shall be to open the
empty minds rather than stuffing them.
We see millions of children in pakistan
hitting their curriculums but we see a
few of them gaining the knowledge. it is
the dire need of the hour to reform the
educational modules from cramming to
learning. Learning is never confined to
books but to potentials and aspirations.
i believe students at every stage shall be
mentored to recognize their potential,

to be compassionate, to develop &
cultivate hopes, to be commentators, to
analyze, and to lead. These are those
essential attributes which are not
crammed but groomed, gradually. 

We have penetrated ourselves in an
era that holds global competitions at
every step. global competitions involve
most variegated individuals from all
across the globe. customarily, our
curriculums of schools and colleges do
not meet up with other international
curriculums and vice versa based on
extensive differences among countries.
Thus, what we are left with to compete
in this global village are skills,
knowledge, competence, proficiency,
know-hows, aptitude, and potential.

These are the artistries currently absent
from our educational agendas because
our system ignorantly focuses only on a
complete chapter a day, gets teacher the
pay. Thus, our students stay novice and
lack the pure essence of learning skills
leading them to an earth of
deprivations. 

Woefully needed is the reformation of
our education system, most specifically
of the public sector institutions.
elevating the literacy rate shall be a high
prioritized goal of the governments as
per mDgs too, but ensuring the quality
of education already being provided to
the extant volume of students must be
given apical attention and signification.
conjure up, it’s not the sole
responsibility of ruling governments,
but a core duty of every educator.

The writer is a graduate in
management Sciences from institute of

administrative Sciences, University of
the punjab, currently employed as an

engineering coordinator at mentor
graphics. She can be reached at:

marialatif427726@gmail.com

Reform the concept of education in Pakistan 

Maria Latif
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“T
he institute of Social & cultural Studies is a research-oriented
and students-centered institution that is honored to have
hosted the 1st National conference on education policy &
Development. The conference provided us all an

opportunity to sit together to discuss, conceive, mainstream and
implement the ideas of building a strong and reliable human resource
base for pakistan. education policy is the need of the hour and a strong,
effective and reliable education policy is all our country requires today.
The basic purpose of this conference was to provide our young researchers
and academicians a platform where they could share their research
findings on various aspects of education in pakistan. as an outcome of the
conference, a range of recommendations for the government, the
academic institutions and the researchers have been drafted and
presented. Let us all work together for an educated and prosperous

pakistan.”

DR. RUBINA ZAKAR
Director iScS, pU

I
nstitute of Social & cultural Studies, University of the punjab
organized pakistan’s 1st National conference on education policy &
Development with the theme “education for Social Justice & Quality

System” on January 25th, 2019. The conference was chaired by the
Director iScS Dr. rubina Zakar. The incumbent Vice chancellor of the
pU prof. Dr. Niaz ahmad akhtar was the patron of the conference while
the Vc University of okara prof. Dr. muhammad Zakria Zakar attended

the event as the guest of honor. prof. Dr. Khali    

officer (ceo) of promotion of education in pak   
as international Keynote speaker. The former c   
education commission (phec) prof. Dr. Nizam   
conference as chief guest. The other dignitaries   
allama iqbal open University prof. Dr. Shahid S   
college University prof. Dr. hassan amir Shah,   
National University prof. Dr. Shahid Kardar, re    
economics Dr. Shahid amjad choudary, Direct    
& research prof. Dr. rafaqat ali, Director gene    
Virk and the managing Trustee pep Shahida Sa

The conference started with the welcome note    

            

        
           

  
           

       
         

       
        

      
          

        
        

          
          

        
         
      

          
          

 
        

        
         

           
           
       

         

          
       

            
           

          

Director iSCS Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar is welcoming
the

Director iSCS Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar is welcoming the
PU VC Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmad Akhar

CEo PEP Dr. Shahid iqbal is sharing how technolog    

L to R: CEo PEP Dr. Khalid iqbal, VC PU Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmed Akhtar, Former
PHEC Chairman Prof. Dr. Nizammudin, Former VC AioU Prof. Dr. Shahid Sid-

diqui, Dg PHEC Dr. Nasrullah Virk, Director iSCS Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar

INAUGURATION OF SUGHRA BEGU   
EDUCATION POLICY & DEVELOPM  
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MESSAGE FROM THE CONFERENCE  CHAIR 

“T
HE institute of Social & cultural
Studies is a research-oriented and
students-centered institution that
is honored to have hosted the 1st

National conference on education policy &
Development. The conference provided us all
an opportunity to sit together to discuss,
conceive, mainstream and implement the ideas
of building a strong and reliable human

resource base for pakistan. education policy is the need of the hour and a
strong, effective and reliable education policy is all our country requires
today. The basic purpose of this conference was to provide our young
researchers and academicians a platform where they could share their
research findings on various aspects of education in pakistan. as an
outcome of the conference, a range of recommendations for the
government, academic institutions and researchers have been drafted and
presented. Let us all work together for an educated and prosperous
pakistan.” DR. RUBINA ZAKAR, Director iScS, pU

I
nstitute of Social & cultural Studies, University of the punjab
organized pakistan’s 1st National conference on education policy &
Development with the theme “education for Social Justice & Quality

System” on January 25th, 2019. The conference was chaired by the
Director iScS Dr. rubina Zakar. The incumbent Vice chancellor of the
pU prof. Dr. Niaz ahmad akhtar was the patron of the conference while
the Vc University of okara prof. Dr. muhammad Zakria Zakar attended
the event as the guest of honor. prof. Dr. Khalid iqbal, chief executive
officer (ceo) of promotion of education in pakistan (pep), participated
as international Keynote speaker. The former chairman punjab higher
education commission (phec) prof. Dr. Nizammudin joined the
conference as chief guest. The other dignitaries included former Vc
allama iqbal open University prof. Dr. Shahid Siddiqui, Vc government
college University prof. Dr. hassan amir Shah, Vc Beacon house

National University prof. Dr. Shahid Kardar, rector Lahore School of
economics Dr. Shahid amjad choudary, Director institute of education
& research prof. Dr. rafaqat ali, Director general phec Dr. Nasrullah
Virk and the managing Trustee pep Shahida Saleem.

The conference started with the welcome note by Dr. rubina. Unfolding
the theme and objective of the conference, she said, “globe is very much
sensitized to bring peace and harmony among individuals. education
institutions can play vital role in creating peace by providing social justice
and quality system.”

She went on to say, “This conference is a national forum for
discussion on recent advances, inspiring ideologies and challenges
emerging in the field of education. The conference provides a
supportive environment for researchers and practitioners in the
broad areas of education quality, multi-cultural society and design
of curriculum and innovations to refine learning.”

Dr. Nizammudin argued that there was a need to create specialized
universities and community colleges in order to produce skilled
graduates according to the demand of government and industry.

Dr. Niaz ahmad akhtar said that pU was preparing national education
policy which would soon be present to the government of pakistan. 

Dr. Zakria Zakar articulated, “Social justice is not possible
without education as the provision of social justice is subjected to
individual empowerment. individuals need education to compete

for resources to lead a decent life. human rights violations are
rampant in our society due to our inability to implement effective
education policies.”

Dr. Siddiqui maintained that the only difference between the
developed and developing countries was knowledge as knowledge was
directly connected to power and politics. “Through power we control
bodies and through knowledge we control minds”, said the former Vc. 

Dr. iqbal was of the view that only those societies survived that

keep themselves updated with technology. h   
academicians to adopt modern ways of teac    

The opening session was followed by the inau    
center for education policy & Development. Dr  
inaugurated the new block. This center was insp      
mother of three young children who got widowe     
The mother understood the value of education.    
income from sewing and knitting, she raised an    
into a psychiatrist a civil engineer and a neurosc  

The Sughra Begum center has been establ      
the pep to research, advise and advocate po     
the current and near future but also the dist   
and requirements of education in pakistan.   
produced by the center is expected to help th   
policy makers, the heads of education institu   
educationists as a whole update and adopt e   
meet both the needs of the time and the futu  

         
            
           

          
         

        
          

         
          

            
             

          
           

          
            

          
            

          
          

         
        

       
          

   

         
            

        
          

       
         

          
      
           

   

PU ISCS hosts 1st national Confere     

Report By Sharjeel Ahmed

Director iSCS Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar delivers her welcome address.

Director iSCS Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar welcomes PU VC Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmad Akhar

L to R: CEo PEP Dr. Khalid iqbal, PU VC Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmed Akhtar, Former chairman PHEC Prof. Dr. Nizammudin, Former VC AioU Prof. Dr. Shahid Siddiqui,
Dg PHEC Dr. Nasrullah Virk and Director iSCS PU Prof. Dr. Rubina Zakar at the opening session of the conference. 

Vice Chancellor University of okara Prof. Dr. Muha     
his thoughts on relationship of education   

Former VC AioU Prof. Dr. Shahid Siddiqui is discu   
knowledge and power

CEo PEP Dr. Shahid iqbal is sharing how technolog    

Former Chairman PHEC Prof. Dr. Nizammudin inaugu    

Former Chairman PHEC Prof. Dr. Nizammudin is delivering keynote address

PU VC Prof. Dr. Niaz Ahmed Akhtar addresses the conference participants

INAUGURATION OF SUGHRA BEGU   
EDUCATION POLICY & DEVELOPM  
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the theme and objective of the conference, she said, “globe is very much

sensitized to bring peace and harmony among individuals. education
institutions can play vital role in creating peace by providing social justice
and quality system.”

She went on to say, “This conference is a national forum for
discussion on recent advances, inspiring ideologies and challenges
emerging in the field of education. The conference provides a
supportive environment for researchers and practitioners in the
broad areas of education quality, multi-cultural society and design
of curriculum and innovations to refine learning.”

Dr. Nizammudin argued that there was a need to create specialized
universities and community colleges in order to produce skilled
graduates according to the demand of government and industry.

Dr. Niaz told that the pU was preparing national education policy
which would soon be present to the government of pakistan. 

Dr. Zakar articulated, “Social justice is not possible without
education as the provision of social justice is subjected to
individual empowerment. individuals need education to compete
for resources to lead a decent life. human rights violations are
rampant in our society due to our inability to implement effective
education policies.”

Dr. Siddiqui maintained that the only difference between the

developed and developing countries was knowledge as knowledge was
directly connected to power and politics. “Through power we control
bodies and through knowledge we control minds”, said the former Vc. 

Dr. iqbal was of the view that only those societies survived that
keep themselves updated with technology. he urged the
academicians to adopt modern ways of teaching and learning. 

The opening session was followed by the inauguration of Sughra Begum
center for education policy & Development. Dr. Nizammudin
inaugurated the new block. This center was inspired by a story of a
mother of three young children who got widowed in her early thirties.
The mother understood the value of education. By generating a modest

        gy can transform education

   UM CENTER FOR
   MENT 

Shields and souvenirs were distributed among the dignitaries at the end of the each
session. 

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS
The conference participants envisaged number of recommendations, which are presented
under different subheadings. These recommendations are:

POLICY/ GOVERNMENT LEVEL

n For achieving sustainable development through education it is recommended to:
n Strengthen the existing government Vocational institutes and establish 

additional Vocational Training centers; and 
n emphasize the effective learning by promoting a life style based on nonviolent 

global citizenship as well as the promotion of culture; 
n For bringing peace by providing social justice and quality system, there is a need 

to address the crucial role of education institutions in this process. action in 
this respect is recommended. 

n For achieving the objectives of education policy there is a need:
n To allocating four percent of country’s gDp to education; 
n To declaring an education emergency to meeting the goals; 
n To designing a National action plan to tackle the education emergency for 

meeting the national and global challenges; and
n To establishing monitoring committee, which should submit its six monthly 

progress report to officials concerned.
n Establishing Community Colleges and specialized varsities For producing skilled

graduates and self-supporting small-scale entrepreneurs.

ROLE OF VARSITIES 

THE UNIVERSITIES SHOULD:
n Develop creative, critical, and collaborative approach among students through

technology (new ways of education); 
n endeavor to uplifting the socioeconomic growth of the country; 
n address the importance of technology in educational institutions; 
n introduce reforms in curriculum and structure and work for the autonomy of higher

education institutions; and 
n promote social egalitarian approach through education to bring social justice in the

country.  

FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

n establish data bank, which is essential for setting the targets and implementing
strategies to achieve the stipulated goals; 

n Strengthen the scientific evaluation of the existing policies based on data to fill the
implementing gaps;

n generate the relevant data bank to adapt the curriculum to project the future labor 
n introduce local wisdom to make indigenous policy to promote development in

pakistan; and 
n Young researchers should focus on such a policy advocacy that encourages social

justice, social change, and social egalitarianism. 
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a comprehensive panel discussion followed by a brief question answer
period was held in the second session of the conference. The session was
chaired by prof. Dr. Shahid Siddique, former Vc aioU and the panelists
included Dr. ayaz from University of education, prof. Dr. rafaqat ali
Director ier, ms. Shahida Saleem managing Trustee pep and Dr.
ashfaq ahmed maan Dean Social Sciences University of agriculture.

The discussion focused on the status of different education policies and
their impacts on the academic culture of higher education institutions.
commenting on the barriers in policymaking, Dr. Siddique said that before
devising a policy, we needed to identify the problem and that could only
happen when we had authentic data available.  he also stressed the need of
setting realistic and rationale targets during the phase of policymaking so
that those targets could easily be accomplished in the given timeframe. Dr.
ashfaq argued that policies in pakistan had been inconsistent and there
happened to be drastic shift in policies with the change of the government.
he recommended that a policy should not have been shifted without
technical and scientific assessment of the pros and cons of that change. 

ms. Shahida articulated that pakistan had no empirical data of any
sector and there could be built no successful policy about aligning
curriculum with the market needs without the availability of labor
forecast data. Dr. rafaqat identified pakistan’s borrowing approach as
real barrier in effective policymaking and implementation. he
maintained that the local needs, climate, resources and wisdom should be
involved in policymaking. 

Three parallel sessions for oral presentations of 35 technical papers
were held. The first session, chaired by ms. Shahid Saleem, was titled as
‘equity and equality for inclusive education: rethinking the curriculum’.
The theme of the second session, chaired by Dr. muhammad Shahid
Farooq, was ‘pedagogies for Sustainable Development: global Learning
vs pakistan’s Schools, colleges and Universities’. chaired by prof. Dr.
rafaqat ali, the third session was termed as ‘Technology and innovation
towards educational change: educational reforms Through Digitization’.
Various faculty members and research scholars of the iScS and other pU
departments delivered presentations. 

     ence on Education & Development
PANEL DISCUSSION

PARALLEL SESSIONS FOR ORAL PRESENTATIONS

       mmad Zakria Zakar  shares
     n with social justice.

L to R: Dr. Ayaz University of Education, Prof. Dr. Rafaqat Ali Director iER PU, Dr.
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The best research paper award, shields and souvenirs were distributed among the
dignitaries at the end of the each session. 

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS
The conference participants envisaged number of recommendations, which are presented
under different subheadings. These recommendations are:

POLICY/ GOVERNMENT LEVEL

n For achieving sustainable development through education it is recommended to:
n Strengthen the existing government Vocational institutes and establish 

additional Vocational Training centers; and 
n emphasize the effective learning by promoting a life style based on nonviolent 

global citizenship as well as the promotion of culture; 
n For bringing peace by providing social justice and quality system, there is a need 

to address the crucial role of education institutions in this process. action in 
this respect is recommended. 

n For achieving the objectives of education policy there is a need:
n To allocating four percent of country’s gDp to education; 
n To declaring an education emergency to meeting the goals; 
n To designing a National action plan to tackle the education emergency for 

meeting the national and global challenges; and
n To establishing monitoring committee, which should submit its six monthly 

progress report to officials concerned.
n Establishing Community Colleges and specialized varsities For producing skilled

graduates and self-supporting small-scale entrepreneurs.

ROLE OF VARSITIES 

THE UNIVERSITIES SHOULD:
n Develop creative, critical, and collaborative approach among students through

technology (new ways of education); 
n endeavor to uplifting the socioeconomic growth of the country; 
n address the importance of technology in educational institutions; 
n introduce reforms in curriculum and structure and work for the autonomy of higher

education institutions; and 
n promote social egalitarian approach through education to bring social justice in the

country.  

FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

n establish data bank, which is essential for setting the targets and implementing
strategies to achieve the stipulated goals; 

n Strengthen the scientific evaluation of the existing policies based on data to fill the
implementing gaps;

n generate the relevant data bank to adapt the curriculum to project the future labor 
n introduce local wisdom to make indigenous policy to promote development in

pakistan; and 
n Young researchers should focus on such a policy advocacy that encourages social

justice, social change, and social egalitarianism. 

BEST RESEARCH PAPER AWARD

VC University of okara Prof. Dr. Zakria Zakar and Conference Co-Patron Prof. Dr. Umbreen
Javaid present best paper award to PhD scholar Nabiha 
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LAHORE: international conference of applied psychology;
practices and interventions (icap-2019) attracted scholars from
USa, UK, Spain, greece, ireland, Netherland and malaysia while
above 250 papers were presented on key issues of psychology. 

The conference (icap-2019) was organized by institute of
applied psychology (iap), punjab University from 6th to 8th
February 2019. The first day began with the inaugural ceremony
held at pearl continental hotel, Lahore. The chief guest for the
inaugural session, chauhdary muhammad Sarwar, governor of
punjab, appreciated the efforts of the iap in the promotion of
psychological issues at stake and motivated the professionals to
continue serving the general public.

riaz Fatyana, member National assembly (mNa) and former
president pakistan psychological association (ppa), highlighted
the need for psychological practices and interventions which can
enable the needs of the masses. prof. Dr. Niaz ahmed akhtar,
Vice chancellor punjab University, appreciated the efforts of
prof. Dr Farah malik and her team for organizing a
commendable event in his address. 

prof. Dr. Farah malik, Director iap, in her welcome address,
highlighted the significance and the importance of psychology in

day to day life. her address was followed by a keynote speech by
prof. Dr. Nick hopkins, professor of psychology from Scotland.
Dr. mujeeba ashraf thanked all in attendance and appreciated
the efforts of all the organizing committees to make this event a
success. The second day began with the address of prof. Dr.
patrice J. Dow-Nelson from The state University of New Jersey,
USa on acculturation, identity and the Therapeutic
relationship. Four Symposiums on interpersonal acceptance-
rejection Theory and Forensic psychology by prof. Dr. miguel a.
carrasco, Dr. Saima Sandhu, Dr. artemis giotsa and Dr. akhter
ali Syed were held, followed by eight scientific sessions about
psychological issues, concerns and practices. e-posters on various
themes were displayed to enhance knowledge of the participants. 

The last day of the conference began with the address of prof.
Dr. Najma Najam, prof. emeritus iap, on “coming of age in
Turbulent Times: pakistani psychology at crossroads”. a
symposium on organizational psychology was conducted by Dr.
muhammad imran Qureshi followed by seven scientific sessions
on various psychological themes. condolence reference presided
over by prof. Dr. rafia hassan for prof. Dr. akhtar ahsen. The
chief guest of the concluding ceremony, riaz Fatyana, mNa
appreciated the efforts of the iap in the promotion of
psychological issues at stake and motivated to continue the

professionals to serve the general public. prof. Dr. Firdaus-e-
Bareen, Dean of Life Sciences, acknowledged the director and the
faculty members of iap for their work while terming the
conference as “remarkable”. 

chief organiser prof. Dr. Farah malik expressed gratitude to all
the guests for taking out time and coming from around the globe.
Dr. mujeeba ashraf, organising Secretary, thanked the faculty
members and the participants for all their efforts in making this
conference a success. in the end, souvenirs were presented to the
guests and shields were distributed among the participants.

This writer Bilal Naveed presented a paper on “impact of
political affiliation and political psyche of TV reporters on their
routine and exclusive reports” jointly written with 
Dr. Shabbir Sarwar, assistant professor at institute of
communication Studies, pU. The conference was attended by a
large number of academics, researchers and practitioners from
around the globe to share joint knowledge of practices and
interventions parallel to conference theme; interpersonal
acceptance and rejection, Forensic psychology, Social
psychology, political psychology, positive psychology and health
psychology. These academic activities will enhance the horizons
of postgraduate, mphil and phD students and other participants
including academicians, lecturers and early career scholars. g

PU ICAP-2019 attracts scholars from US,
UK, Spain, Greece and other countries
g 250 research papers presented on psychological practices and interventions

D
r Saima ghazal has recently
completed her one-year post-
doctoral research fellowship
from January 2018-2019 in the

Department of psychology at the University
of oklahoma (established in 1890). The
University of oklahoma is 1 of 50 Flagship
Universities in United States of america,
with about 32,000 students and 2,800 full-
time faculty members.  The University of
oklahoma maintains the highest ranking
awarded by the carnegie Foundation
(rU/Vh: 130 total in the United States) and
has research expenditures of about

$200,000,000.00 annually and an annual
University operating budget of about
$2,000,000,000.00.  

During her one-year fellowship, Dr ghazal
had responsibilities to supervise and extend
risk literacy research, including federally and
externally funded projects, as a researcher
scientist in the Department of psychology and
as part of the Decision analytics Laboratory.
She was also selected for a prestigious research
project funded by Noaa in partnership with
the National Weather center, which is located
on the research campus of the University of
oklahoma and is ranked as the number one
Weather research program in the United
States.  as part of her work, she reported
directly to Dr Kelvin Droegemeier, who was the
Vice president for research at the University of
oklahoma.  Dr. Droegemeier now Directs the
United States office of Science and Technology

policy (informally known as the Science
advisor for the president of the United States).
as part of these duties, Dr ghazal routinely
worked on multiple behavioral research
projects, mentored the graduate students,
contributed in undergraduate teaching and lab
development. She presented her work at top
universities in the USa including ‘Kansas State
University’, ‘University of Wisconsin at
madison’, and at different conferences,
including ‘Society for Judgment and Decision
making’ (SJDm-2018). She is an executive
member and a lead programmer for the
riskLiteracy.org – an NSF international
collaborative project USa.  She will continue
her work with Decision analytics and
riskliteracy.org as an external collaborator
from the University of the punjab, which surely
is a matter of pride for punjab University.
earlier, she completed her phD in applied

cognitive Science and human Factors
(acShF) at michigan Technological
University (USa), December 2014. her
research focuses on individual differences and
DeciSioN maKiNg with applications for
business, human resources, and consumer
protection. more recently, she has started
working in the area of hr risk literacy, where
her goal is to help hr folks make better
recruitment and selection decisions using more
accurate measurement technologies with
improved and unique predictive powers. 

her major areas of expertise include Testing
and assessment (psychometrics),
organizational psychology, Leadership,
Decision making, human performance, and
quantitative research. She received Dean’s
award for outstanding Scholarship-2014
(Top 1%) from michigan Technological
University, USa.  g

Dr. Saima ghazal completes post-doc 

Dr. Saima ghazal
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p
SYchoLogiSTS have emphasized
that public sector and private
organizations should recruit
industrial-organizational

psychologists instead of mBa degree holders
on their reserved seats for better performance
and quality results. They also stressed on
revamping of curricula as per modern
requirements of the society. They were talking
to The educationist during to highlight the
issues faced by the i-o psychologists in
education and professional life. 

DR RUBINA HANIF

associate professor at National institute of
psychology, Quaid-i-azam University
islamabad, said that overall, in teaching
industrial-organizational psychology (i-o
psychology) we lack field projects and
intervention based researches and as compared
to advanced countries, progress in social science
subject is slow. She said less job opportunities,
lack of expertise and gaps in industries and
educational institutes are the main problems in
promoting i-o psychology in pakistan.

She suggested for improving i-o psychology
education quality in pakistan that we have to
bridge the gaps between industries and
universities, enhance skills of psychologists
within advance hrm practices and involve
psychologists in policy making decisions.

She said about the recently passed pakistan
psychological council (ppc) bill from National
assembly that may be, if psychologists have any
regulatory authority, their status in society may
be taken seriously, i-o psychologists need to
work on indigenous issues and their solutions.

DR SHAZIA QAYYUM

assistant professor at institute of applied
psychology, punjab University, said that since
industrial-organizational (i-o) psychology
became 14 division of psychology in 1960s,
unfortunately in pakistan it could not build its
standing in organizational field because mBas
and hrs take the place of i-o psychologists.
She said i-o psychologists’ main concern is
about employees and mBa professional
concern is business, when organizations hire a
person who deal with employees basically and
necessarily he should be an i-o psychologist but
they choose that person from business for their
double benefits, therefore hr is more promoted
(than i-o psychologist). She said that hr
person and i-o psychologist work is different, i-
o psychologist work is in depth (study of
employee) but hr work concern about business
so automatically companies interested in their
benefits and sacrifice employee’s benefit. he
said that when hrs try to handle the situation
that i-o psychologist should do they can’t, after
this companies invite the consultant/speaker for
stress management, communication skills,
motivation etc lectures. She said if they already
have an i-o psychologist they do not need any
consultant, they do not face problems in

recruitment, selection, training and assessment
but they get that by consultant only for their
business benefits.

She said that everything have a life cycle, in an
organization employee also have a life cycle,
from his start in organization to retirement
throughout only i-o psychologist who can hold
the pulse of employee, he will recruit, appoint
him in best place, train him, keep an eye (after
training to see improvement), all psychological
aspects (attitudes, social dealings, motivation,
aptitudes, social interaction, communication etc)
but unfortunately we manage it by hrs and
they do not have skills to study the individual, he
have skills only in business, his concern only
outcomes whether in good way or not, i-o
psychologist (get the job done) with consent.

She said owners of the organizations afraid
of i-o psychologist that they will make a union
against them but actually it is not right, he only
keep employee mentally healthy this what
exactly is. She said when we study consumers
we actually study human beings, when we
make products we make it according to human
(thinking, needs, status etc), research houses
work on it and it is also the working field of 
i-o psychologists, but hrs and mBas do this.
She said companies appoint i-o psychologists
only for clinical purposes, worldwide
psychologists work as i-o psychologists in
organizations and they have a seat for them.

She said that government should start to
promote it by appointing i-o psychologists
in main public institutions (WapDa, SUi
gas, bureaucracy, police, jails, schools,
colleges, universities etc), employees are not
super humans they need help (motivated,
effective, keep their mental health well etc).

She questioned that the employees in our
institutes are super human, will they not
change after inducted in institute, should we
leave them to work their own. She said they
also need training (motivation and skills).

She suggested that firstly we have to separate
the fields, we have to appoint psychologists in
WapDa, SUi & NorTherN gaS, police, all
the educational institutes, banks and other
institutes (because of not appointing graduates
in fields they become teachers). She said we
have to start practicing degree program in i-o
psychology in pakistan and currently we also
do not teach business with psychology, we
teach more psychology (six semesters) less
business (two semesters) that’s not right, we
have to let our stream line in right way. She
advised students that if you want to become a
competent and successful i-o psychologist get
a second degree in mBa then you will
understand how much their course.  

DR NASREEN AKHTAR

assistant professor at government college
University Lahore, said that industrial-
organizational (i-o) psychology is in infancy
stage in pakistan. mBas have built their
organizational standing in organizations
more than i-o psychologists. She said we
provided them room in organizations and did
not focus on organizational settings, now
mBas practicing our concepts. She said
about higher management of organizations
that still they are not accepting i-o
psychologists, their mindset still not open
that they accept i-o psychologists’
importance in organizations. She said that
some private organizations are taking i-o
psychologists but public organizations does
not take initiative to give them room in
organizations and we also did not effort for
this. She said that people do not aware of i-o

psychology, they perceive psychology as
clinical psychology.

DR M. KASHIF FIDA

The first designated organizational
psychologist and head of organizational
Development at allied Bank pakistan, said
that industrial-organizational psychology (i-
o psychology) is a rapidly progressing field,
and it is beneficial for students to join it as i-
o psychology provides a brighter career than
other traditional areas of psychology. he said
that i-o psychology is a competitive field
with little awareness among students and
that is why many prefer to go the route of
traditional areas of psychology. he also
indicated that work needs to be done to
rectify the misperception of common people
who think that psychology only deals with
abnormal people, management of abnormal
population is just an aspect of a vast
discipline that we call psychology, and it’s
high time that we make layman aware of the
notion that psychology is for the betterment
of common individual, from all walks of life.

he said that among overall population,
marginal group of people are whom we
would classify as clinically abnormal,
remaining significant majority comprises of
clinically normal individuals. he said
psychology, as a discipline, should cater to
the needs of entire population, and should do
more so for normal population specifically, as
their psychological needs and issues often go
unnoticed but in pakistan, unfortunately,
specialists who deal with minor fragment of
the population have an overwhelming
influence over the discipline which left little
to no space for the development of other
equally important disciplines of psychology
catering to the normal population. 

he also said that the prospects for i-o
psychology are very promising in pakistan,
however, trained professionals are scarce,
educational and training needs require massive
reforms in comparison to international standards
or even to meet the requirements of local
industries. he said in many institutes students
are only taught theoretical concepts of
psychology, and are not trained to link these
concepts to their practical applications in
industry or towards life which is the sole purpose
of this subject, after graduation our young degree
holders are unable to think what an industrial
psychologist can do for an organization. he said
the courses we teach in pakistani institutions
need an overhauling to meet the international
standards, furthermore optimistic specializations
should be offered to cater the needs of the hour,
for instance, there is a need to introduce career
counselling, industrial psychology, forensic
psychology, school psychology, correctional
psychology and sports psychology. 

he also commended the efforts at
governmental levels and recently passed mental
health bill in National assembly. however, he
emphasized its need for implication at ground
level with true spirit. he said a lot more is
needed to be done in this regard. 

he suggested that syllabus should be designed
to meet international standards as well as local
requirements, teachers should be trained to
impart practical knowledge along with
theoretical concepts. moreover, he also said that
organizations and industries should develop a
mutually beneficial communication system
where syllabus of professional degrees is
developed in light of the requirements of the
organizations, so that both students and
organizations will get what they aspire for. he

advised graduating students to explore the
market with an open mind, take things positively,
and take any rejection as a learning opportunity,
in that workout the reason of rejection and sort
out the steps to avoid the same in the future. he
also urges the students to buckle up, be ready to
accept challenges, as well as failures as part of life,
and that success will surely find you if you put
effort and passion into anything you do. 

SYED M IMRAN BUKHARI

Lecturer at National institute of psychology,
Quaid-i-azam University islamabad, said
that in educational perspective, industrial-
organizational psychology (i-o psychology)
as a discipline is offered in a very few
institutions due to less market opportunities
for the students of i-o psychology, even if
students of i/o psychology get some job
opportunity in the job market, their
promotional opportunities are far less than
those with management related degrees. 

he said two reasons of slowly promoting i-o
psychology area as compared to other areas of
psychology in pakistan that firstly, the content
offered in the courses is not sufficient enough
to meet the market demands i.e. the content
lacks interventions strategies and field based
experience, secondly, the institutions that offer
i/o psychology are also lacking behind in
promoting their subject in job market and also
said these issues are needed to be addressed.
he said about the recently passed pakistan
psychological council (ppc) bill from
National assembly that this bill definitely
provides opportunities for i-o psychologists to
come up with their promotional ideas and
intervention strategies that will surely
highlight the importance of this discipline.

M. SAFI ASLAM

Lecturer at government college patoki,
said that people do not aware of industrial-
organizational (i-o psychology) in
pakistan, how i-o psychologists can play
an important role in organization, mBas
and hrs doing work of i-o psychology. he
said we could not introduce a proper study
of i-o psychology in pakistan because of
this people do not aware of it, over
emphasize toward clinical psychology is
also a reason. he said that i-o psychology
graduates feel difficulties to introduce
(importance and need) themselves in
organizations, we need to improve the i-o
psychology in pakistan by improving the
quality of education (starting higher level
degree and practicing degree programs)
and creating awareness of i-o psychology
importance. 

he suggested new graduates of i-o
psychology that they should aware of modern
knowledge and researches because it is the
field in which new sub fields are inventing.
he advised i-o psychology students that they
should visit industries to know how they
work and how they handle because of lack of
practical exposure they face difficulties in
profession. g

reforms in I-O psychology education suggested 
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U
NiVerSiTY of Baltistan, Skardu
(UoBS) a newly established
federal university in Baltistan, is
committed to engage its students

in practical learning opportunities that helps
boasting their self-confidence, enhance their
knowledge and trust about national
institutions and develop efficient life
management skill. as the campus remains
closed in winter vacations for students, the
university planned a comprehensive study
tour of a group of 40 students from the
senior most semesters of all programs on the
basis of their cgpa merit. This group also
included the football team of the university.
With faculty and management/support staff
the delegation became 50. objective of the
study tour was to provide exposure learning
opportunities to the students of the remote
villages of Baltistan studying at UoBS by
visiting premier universities and national
institutions. This way the university engages
the youth in very positive and productive
real-life learning activities and
understanding the institutions of higher
education and organizations.    

The delegation arrived in islamabad, on
January 9th after a long journey of around 35

hours due to road blockade over the
Karakoram high Way (KKh) in chilas. The
first visit was scheduled in the afternoon of
the same day to Quaid-i-azam University,
the students had only two hours to fresh up
and got ready. in Quaid-i-azam University
the delegation visited different departments,
libraries and the museum. The students’ body
of Quaidian Forum arranged a welcome tea
party. alongside the students visits the Vice
chancellor and his senior team had a
meeting with the Vice chancellor QaU and
signed a moU the same day.  

on January 10, the delegation visited the
president house to meet his excellency, Dr.
arif alvi, for over one hour. The president
addressed the students and highlighted the
national expectations upon the youth
population and introduced the presidential
initiative on artificial intelligence (ai) in
universities. The Vice chancellor thanked
his excellency Dr. arif alvi for his
welcoming time to the University and briefed
about willingness and the capability of the
university in all related projects.

on January 11, 2019, the students’
delegation visited iSpr and met Director
general (Dg) iSpr, major general asif

ghafoor. The students watched few
documentaries of national resilience and
pride. Then the Dg addressed the students in
an open discussion way. in an interactive
mode general ghafoor asked few questions
to students and explained the notions of
‘national security’, ‘fifth generation war’, role
of youth in social media and responsibility of
universities for guidance of the youth. The
same day a group of 6 students were sharing
their experiences on Fm 98 islamabad. in the
morning for a short time the team also
visited expressed media center. 

on January 13, the delegation visited a
private university alkoser in islamabad. This
university in private sector is founded and
patronized by mohsin Najfi belonging the
Kharmang valley of Baltistan. 

Secretary, Kashmir affairs & gB was kind
enough to dedicate his time to meet the
visiting students’ delegation from UoBS for
over one hour on January 14 at aJK council
Secretariat, islamabad. The secretary opened
the meeting session for questions from the
students and students shared their views.
The secretary was kind to consent to provide
resources for a student bus and girls hostel
and to facilitate the students for internship

opportunities in national and multinational
organizations. on 14th the delegation visited
picnic sited of islamabad then proceeded to
Lahore in the afternoon. 

on 15th and 16th of January in Lahore the
gB guest students visited punjab University
and LUmS. in punjab University, the students
visited their respective departments to have a
feeling of the teaching-learning processes of
this old university. The UoBS football team
also played a friendly football match with the
team of punjab University, Lahore. in LUmS
the students took special interest in the library
where they were briefed about the library
system. The delegation also visited Wahga
Border to witness the flag lowering ceremony
on invitation of Dg rangers punjab. on
January 16, 2019, the honorable governor
punjab graciously allowed UoBS delegation
to visit governor house Lahore. This way the
team of graduating students of University of
Baltistan got a sense of national
mainstreaming pride that enhanced their self-
confidence and social skills as well. Such
opportunities of practical learning help the
youth to engage in more positive and
productive roles in the future market of cpec
and associated opportunities. g

Study Tour  with Vice Chancellor Dr. naeem Khan

Students meet President, visit many places

ISLAMABAD: President Arif Alvi talks to students and faculty delegation of University of Baltistan led by Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Naeem Khan at the President’s House.   

At the President’s House. 
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a
two member delegation, consisted
of University of Baltistan Skardu,
gB, Vice chancellor, prof. Dr.
muhammad Naeem Khan & Dr.

Zakir hussain Zakir, Director academics &
external Linkages, visited mandragon
University, Spain and the University of
Basque country, Spain, from January 20 to
January 25, 2019, as official sponsored guests
of ‘Baltistan Fundazioa’, Bilbao, Spain. 

“Baltistan Fundazioa”, Spain, an
international Ngo, working for poverty
alleviation, women empowerment,
development of health & education sectors,
disaster risk management and community

development in hushe Valley of ganche
District, gilgit-Baltistan, since 2005, signed
an moU in June 2018 for the establishment
of partnership and collaboration with the
University of Baltistan. 

The delegation visited mondragon
University, Spain, which provides free
scholarships to gB students for mS degree
in “Leadership and innovation in
entrepreneurship”.  mondragon University
intends to launch this joint international
degree program in business incubation &
entrepreneurship in pakistan in
partnership and collaboration with the
Business incubation center (Bic)

established at the University of Baltistan,
Skardu, in September 2018.  

During the week long academic visit and
faculty exchange, the UoBS delegation also
visited University of Basque country
(UpV), Spain.  UpV is running a
“community Based Disaster risk
reduction” project in gB, by providing
early warning systems to mountain
communities in gB.  recently, the newly
established islamabad National University"
(iNU), established at the erstwhile prime
minister house by the prime minister of
pakistan, mr. imran Khan, decided to
established a ‘Think Tank on climate

change & Water’, in partnership and
affiliation with the University of Baltistan
Skardu, as Baltistan is home of largest
glaciers on planet earth after ice reserves of
North & South poles.  The newly
established "centre of excellence in
glaciers Studies & Water resources" at the
University of Baltistan, Skardu, will
provide local partnership, research support
and collaboration to the University of
Basque country (UpV) in glacier grafting
& seeding, data collection, monitoring of
glaciers through installation of early
warning systems, for disaster risk reduction
and management in Baltistan. g

baltistan University students visit places, meet people
to open mind vistas and get personal exposure  

UoBS students pose for a photo during their visit to Wahga Border Lahore At Al-Kausar University

At Wahga Border, Lahore 

At Punjab governor’s House, Lahore

Quaid-i-Azam University

At LUMS, Lahore
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